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I. INTRODUCTIONIn the past several years, experiments at the two B-fatories, BaBar and Belle, and at the Tevatron ollider, CDF andD0, have disovered an impressive number of new hadroni states in the mass region of the harmonia [3℄. These statesgenerially labelled as X , Y and Z, however, defy a onventional � harmonium interpretation [4, 5℄. Moreover, theyare quite numerous, with some 14 of them disovered by the last ount, ranging in mass from the JPC = 1++ X(3872),deaying into D �D�; J= �+��; J , to the JPC = 1�� Y (4660), deaying into  0�+�� (for a reent experimentalsummary and referenes, see [6℄). There is also evidene for an s�s bound state, Ys(2175) having the quantum numbersJPC = 1��, �rst observed by BaBar in the initial state radiation (ISR) proess e+e� ! ISR f0(980)�(1020), wheref0(980) is the 0++ salar state [7℄. This was later on�rmed by BES [8℄ and Belle [9℄.These states are the subjet of intense phenomenologial studies. Three di�erent frameworks have been suggestedto aommodate them: (i) D�D� moleules [10{12℄; (ii) �g hybrids [13℄; and (iii) Diquark-antidiquark or four quarkstates [14{16℄. Of these hypotheses (i) and (iii) are more popular. For example, the motivation to explain the stateX (3872), �rst observed by Belle [17℄and later on�rmed by CDF [18℄, D0 [19℄ and BaBar [20℄, as a hadroni moleuleis that the mass of this state is very lose to the D0 �D�0 threshold. Hene, in this piture, the binding energy is smallimplying that these are not ompat hadrons, whih have typial sizes of O(1) Fermi. This makes it unlikely that suha loosely bound state ould be produed promptly (i.e. not from B deays, as seen by Belle and BaBar) in high energyhadron ollisions, unless one tailors the wave funtions to avoid this onlusion. In partiular, Bignamini et al. [21℄have estimated the prompt prodution ross setion of X (3872) at the Tevatron, assuming it as a D0 �D�0 hadronmoleule. Their upper bound on the ross setion p�p! X(3872) + ::: is about two orders of magnitude smaller thanthe minimum prodution ross setion from the CDF data [23℄, disfavouring the moleular interpretation of X(3872).However, a dissenting estimate [22℄ yields a muh larger ross setion, invoking the harm meson resatterings.The ase that the X;Y; Z and Ys are diquark-antidiquark hadrons, in whih the diquark (antidiquark) pairs are inolour �3 (3) on�guration bound together by the QCD olour fores, has been forefully made by Maiani, Polosaand their ollaborators [14{16℄. The idea itself that diquarks in this olour on�guration an play a fundamentalrole in hadron spetrosopy is rather old, going bak well over thirty years to the suggestions by Ja�e [24℄. Morereently, diquarks were revived by Ja�e and Wilzek [25℄ in the ontext of exoti hadron spetrosopy, in partiu-lar, pentaquark baryons (antidiquark-antidiquark-quark), whih now seem to have reeded into oblivion. However,diquarks as onstituents of hadroni matter may (eventually) �nd their rightful plae in partile physis. Lately, in-terest in this proposal has re-emerged, with a well-founded theoretial interpretation of the low lying salar mesons asdominantly diquark-antidiquark states and the ones lying higher in mass in the 1 - 2 GeV region as being dominantlyq�q mesons [26℄. Evidene in favour of an attrative diquark (antidiquark) qq hannel for the so-alled good diquarks(olour antitriplet �3, avour antisymmetri �3f , spin-singlet positive parity) in the haraterisation of Ja�e [4℄ is nowalso emerging from more than one Lattie QCD studies [27, 28℄ for the light quark systems. On the other hand, noevidene is found on the lattie for an attrative diquark hannel for the so-alled bad diquarks (i.e., spin-1 states)involving light quarks [28℄. However, as the e�etive QCD Lagrangian is spin-independent in the heavy quark limit,we antiipate that also the bad diquarks will be found to be in attrative hannel for the [q℄ and [bq℄ diquarks havinga harm or a beauty quark. This implies a huge number of heavy tetraquark states, as we also show here for thehidden b�b tetraquark spetrosopy. Earlier work along these lines has been reported in the literature using relativistiquark models [29℄ and QCD sum rules [30℄.In this paper, we study the tetraquark piture in the bottom (b�b) setor. In the �rst part (Setion II), we lassifythese states aording to their JPC quantum numbers and alulate the mass spetrum of the diquarks-antidiquarks2



[bq℄[�b�q0℄ with q, q0 = u, d, s and  in the ground and orbitally exited states by assuming both good and bad diquarks.The resulting mass spetrum for the 0++; 1++; 1+�; 1�� and 2++ states having the valene diquark-antidiquarkontent [bq℄[�b�q℄, with q = u; d; s and , and the mixed ones [bd℄[�b�s℄ (and harge onjugates) is shown in Fig. 1. Themain fous of this letter is on the JPC = 1�� states, whih are exited P -wave states. To be spei�, there are fourneutral states Y (n)[bu℄ (n = 1; :::; 4) with the quark ontent ([bu℄[�b�u℄) (whih di�er in their spin assignments) and anotherfour Y (n)[bd℄ with the quark ontent ([bd℄[�b �d℄). In the isospin symmetry limit, whih is used in alulating the entriesin Fig. 1, these mass states are degenerate for eah n. Isospin-breaking introdues a mass splitting and the masseigenstates alled Y (n)[b;l℄ and Y (n)[b;h℄ (for lighter and heavier of the two) beome linear ombinations of Y (n)[bu℄ and Y (n)[bd℄ .Thus, Y (n)[b;l℄ � os � Y (n)[bu℄ + sin � Y (n)[bd℄ and Y (n)[b;h℄ � � sin � Y (n)[bu℄ + os � Y (n)[bd℄ . The mass di�erenes are estimated to besmall, with M(Y (n)[b;h℄) �M(Y[b;l℄) = (7� 2) os 2� MeV, where � is a mixing angle. The eletromagneti ouplings ofthe tetraquarks Y (n)[b;l℄ and Y (n)[b;h℄ are alulated assuming that the diquarks have point-like ouplings with the photon,given by eQ[bq℄ where e2=(4�) is the eletromagneti �ne struture onstant � and Q[bq℄ = +1=3 for the [bu℄ and[b℄ diquarks and Q[bq℄ = �2=3 for the [bd℄ and [bs℄ diquarks. Beause of this harge assignment, eletromagnetiouplings of the tetraquarks Y (n)[b;l℄ and Y (n)[b;h℄ will depend on the mixing angle � (Setion III).To alulate the prodution ross setions e+e� ! Y (n)[b;l℄ ! hadrons and e+e� ! Y (n)[b;h℄ ! hadrons, we need toalulate the partial widths �(n)ee (Y[b;l℄) and �(n)ee (Y[b;h℄) for deays into e+e� pair and the hadroni deay widths�(Y (n)[b;l℄) and �(Y (n)[b;h℄). For the �(nS), the leptoni deay widths are determined by the wave funtions at the origin	b�b(0). The tetraquark states Y (n)[b;l℄ and Y (n)[b;h℄ are P-wave states, and we need the derivative of the orresponding wavefuntions at the origin, 	0b�b(0). To take into aount the possibly larger hadroni size of the tetraquarks ompared tothat of the b�b mesons, we modify the Quarkonia potential, usually taken as a sum of linear (on�ning) and Coulombi(short-distane) parts. For example, the Buhm�uller-Tye Q �Q potential [31℄ has the asymptoti forms V (r) � kQ �Q r(for r !1) and V (r) � 1=r ln(1=�2QCD r2) (for r ! 0), where kQ �Q is the string tension and �QCD is the QCD saleparameter. The bound state tetraquark potential VQ �Q(r)1 will di�er from the Quarkonia potential VQ �Q(r) in thelinear part, as the string tension in a diquark kQQ is expeted to be di�erent than the orresponding string tensionkQ �Q in the Q �Q mesons, but as the diquarks-antidiquarks in the tetraquarks and the quarks-antiquarks in the mesonsare in the same (�33) olour on�guration, the Coulomb (short-distane) parts of the potentials will be similar.De�ning � = kQ �Q=kQ �Q, we expet � to have a value in the range � 2 [ 12 ; p32 ℄ [28℄. A value of � di�erent from unitywill modify the tetraquark wave funtions 	Q �Q(0) from the orresponding ones of the bound b�b systems, e�eting theleptoni deay widths of the tetraquarks. Hadroni deays of Y (n)[b;l℄ and Y (n)[b;h℄ are alulated by relating them to theorresponding deays of the �(5S), suh as �(5S) ! B(�) �B(�), whih we take from the PDG. We assume that theform fators in the two set of deays (Y[b;q℄ and �(5S)) are related by �, yielding the hadroni deay widths (SetionIV).Having spei�ed the mass spetrum and our dynamial assumptions for the tetraquark deays, we undertake atheoretial analysis of the existing data from BaBar [1℄ on Rb(s) = �(e+e� ! b�b)=�(e+e� ! �+��), obtained duringan energy san of the e+e� ! b�b ross setion in the range of ps = 10:54 to 11.20 GeV. The question that we ask andtry to partially answer is: Are the kinematially allowed tetraquark states Y (n)[b;h℄ and Y (n)[b;l℄ visible in the BaBar energysan of Rb? To that end, we alulate the ontributions of the lowest 1�� tetraquark states Y[b;h℄ and Y[b;l℄ to thehadroni ross setions �(e+e� ! Y[b;l℄ ! hadrons) and �(e+e� ! Y[b;h℄ ! hadrons), and hene the orresponding1 We shall use the symbol Q and �Q to denote a generi diquark and antidiquark, respetively. However, where the avour ontent of thediquark is to be spei�ed, we use the symbol [bq℄, and [�b�q℄ with q = u; d; s; .3



ontributions �Rb(s).2 Our �ts of the BaBar Rb-data are onsistent with the presene of a single state Y[bq℄ as aBreit-Wigner resonane with the mass around 10:90 GeV and a width of about 30 MeV, in addition to the �(5S) and�(6S). The quality of the �t with three Breit-Wigners is found to be better than the one obtained with just 2 (i.e.,with �(5S) and �(6S)), as reported by BaBar [1℄ (Setion V). A loseup of the energy region around 10.90 GeV isneessary to on�rm and resolve the struture reported by us, as the isospin-indued mass di�erene between the twoeigenstates Y[b;h℄ and Y[b;l℄ omes out as about 6 MeV, whih is omparable to the BaBar entre-of-mass energy stepof 5 MeV. We hope that this an be investigated in the near future by Belle.We tentatively identify the state Y[bq℄(10900) with the state Yb(10890) measured in the proess e+e� ! Yb(10890)!�(1S; 2S) �+�� [2℄. An analysis [32℄ of the Belle data on the deay widths �(Yb ! �(1S; 2S) �+��), dipion invariantmass spetra and the heliity angular distributions is in agreement with the tetraquark interpretation presented here.II. SPECTRUM OF BOTTOM DIQUARK-ANTIDIQUARK STATESThe mass spetrum of tetraquarks [bq℄[bq0℄ with q = u, d, s and  an be desribed in terms of the onstituentdiquark masses,mQ, spin-spin interations inside the single diquark, spin-spin interation between quark and antiquarkbelonging to two diquarks, spin-orbit, and purely orbital term [16℄, i.e.H = 2mQ +H(QQ)SS +H(Q �Q)SS +HSL +HLL; (1)where: H(QQ)SS = 2(Kbq)�3[(Sb � Sq) + (S�b � S�q)℄;H(Q �Q)SS = 2(Kb�q)(Sb � S�q + S�b � Sq) + 2Kb�b(Sb � S�b) + 2Kq�q(Sq � S�q);HSL = 2AQ(SQ � L+ S �Q � L);HLL = BQLQ �Q(LQ �Q + 1)2 : (2)Here mQ is the mass of the diquark [bq℄, (Kbq)�3 is the spin-spin interation between the quarks inside the diquarks,Kb�q are the ouplings ranging outside the diquark shells, AQ is the spin-orbit oupling of diquark and BQ orrespondsto the ontribution of the total angular momentum of the diquark-antidiquark system to its mass. The overall fatorof 2 is used ustomarily in the literature. For the alulation of the masses we assume isospin symmetry, i.e. theisodoublet onsisting of the states Y (n)[bu℄ = [bu℄[�b�u℄ and Y (n)[bd℄ = [bd℄[�b �d℄ (3)are degenerate in mass for eah n. Later, we will alulate the isospin symmetry breaking e�ets in the masses.The parameters involved in the above Hamiltonian (2) an be obtained from the known meson and baryon massesby resorting to the onstituent quark model [33℄H =Xi mi +Xi<j 2Kij(Si � Sj); (4)where the sum runs over the hadron onstituents. The oeÆient Kij depends on the avour of the onstituents i,j and on the partiular olour state of the pair. Using the entries in the PDG for hadron masses along with the2 We shall often refer to the ground states Y (1)[b;h℄ and Y (1)[b;l℄ without the supersript for ease of writing.4



TABLE I: Constituent quark masses derived from the L = 0 mesons and baryons.Constituent mass (MeV) q s  bMesons 305 490 1670 5008Baryons 362 546 1721 5050TABLE II: Spin-Spin ouplings for quark-antiquark pairs in the olour singlet state from the known mesons.Spin-spin ouplings q�q s�q s�s �q �s � b�q b�s b� b�b(Kij)0(MeV) 318 200 129 71 72 59 23 23 20 36assumption that the spin-spin interations are independent of whether the quarks belong to a meson or a diquark, theresults for diquark masses orresponding to X (3872) and Y (2175) were alulated in the literature [14, 16℄. Here, weextend this proedure to the tetraquarks [bq℄[�b�q℄. The onstituent quark masses and the ouplings Kij for the oloursinglet and antitriplet states are given in Table I, II and III.To alulate the spin-spin interation of the Q �Q states expliitly, we use the non-relativisti notation jSQ, S �Q; Ji,where SQ and S �Q are the spin of diquark and antidiquark, respetively, and J is the total angular momentum. Thesestates are then de�ned in terms of the diret produt of the 2� 2 matries in spinor spae, ��, whih an be writtenin terms of the Pauli matries as: �0 = �2p2; �i = 1p2�2�i ; (5)whih then lead to the following de�nitions:j0Q; 0 �Q; 0Ji = 12 (�2)
 (�2) ;j1Q; 1 �Q; 0Ji = 12p3 ��2�i�
 ��2�i� ;j0Q; 1 �Q; 1Ji = 12 (�2)
 ��2�i� ;j1Q; 0 �Q; 1Ji = 12 ��2�i�
 (�2) ;j1Q; 1 �Q; 1Ji = 12p2"ijk ��2�j�
 ��2�k� : (6)The properties of these matries are given in the appendix of ref. [14℄. The next step is the diagonalization ofthe Hamiltonian (1) using the basis of states with de�nite diquark and antidiquark spin and total angular momen-tum. There are two di�erent possibilities [14℄: Lowest lying [bq℄[�b�q℄ states (LQ �Q = 0) and higher mass [bq℄[�b�q℄ states(LQ �Q = 1), whih we disuss below.TABLE III: Spin-Spin ouplings for quark-quark pairs in olour �3 state from the known baryons.Spin-Spin ouplings qq sq q s ss bq bs b(Kij )�3(MeV) 98 65 22 24 72 6 25 105



A. Lowest lying [bq℄[�b�q℄ states (LQ �Q = 0)The states an be lassi�ed in terms of the diquark and antidiquark spin, SQ and S �Q, total angular momentumJ , parity, P and harge onjugation, C. Considering both good and bad diquarks and having LQ �Q = 0 we have sixpossible states whih are listed below.i. Two states with JPC = 0++: ��0++� = j0Q; 0 �Q; 0Ji ;��0++0� = j1Q; 1 �Q; 0Ji : (7)ii. Three states with J = 1: ��1++� = 1p2 (j0Q; 1 �Q; 1Ji+ j1Q; 0 �Q; 1Ji) ;��1+�� = 1p2 (j0Q; 1 �Q; 1Ji � j1Q; 0 �Q; 1Ji) ;��1+�0� = j1Q; 1 �Q; 1Ji : (8)All these states have positive parity as both the good and bad diquarks have positive parity and LQ �Q = 0. Thedi�erene is in the harge onjugation quantum number, the state j1++i is even under harge onjugation, whereasj1+�i and j1+�0i are odd.iii. One state with JPC = 2++: ��2++� = j1Q; 1 �Q; 2Ji : (9)Keeping in view that for LQ �Q = 0 there is no spin-orbit and purely orbital term, the Hamiltonian (1) takes theform H = 2m[bq℄ + 2(Kbq)�3[(Sb � Sq) + (S�b � S�q)℄ + 2Kq�q(Sq � S�q)+2(Kb�q)(Sb � S�q + S�b � Sq) + 2Kb�b(Sb � S�b): (10)The diagonalisation of the Hamiltonian (10) with the states de�ned above gives the eigenvalues whih are needed toestimate the masses of these states. It is straightforward to see that for the 1++ and 2++ states the Hamiltonian isdiagonal with the eigenvalues [14℄M �1++� = 2m[bq℄ � (Kbq)�3 + 12Kq�q �Kb�q + 12Kb�b; (11)M �2++� = 2m[bq℄ + (Kbq)�3 + 12Kq�q +Kb�q + 12Kb�b: (12)All other quantities are now spei�ed exept the mass of the onstituent diquark. We take the Belle data [6℄ as inputand identify the Yb(10890) with the lightest of the 1�� states, Y[bq℄, yielding a diquark mass m[bq℄ = 5:251 GeV.This proedure is analogous to what was done in [14℄, in whih the mass of the diquark [q℄ was �xed by using themass of X(3872) as input, yielding m[q℄ = 1:933 GeV. Instead, if we use this determination of m[q℄ and use theformula m[bq℄ = m[q℄ + (mb �m), whih has the virtue that the mass di�erene m �mb is well determined, we getm[bq℄ = 5:267 GeV, yielding a di�erene of 16 MeV. This an be taken as an estimate of the theoretial error on m[bq℄,whih then yields an unertainty of about 30 MeV in the estimates of the tetraquark masses of interest for us.6



The ouplings orresponding to the spin-spin interations have been alulated for the olour singlet and olourantitriplet only. In Eq. (2), however, the quantities Kq�q , Kb�q and Kb�b involve both olour singlet and olour otetouplings between the quarks and antiquraks in a Q �Q system. So for Kb�b [16℄Kb�b �[bq℄[�b�q℄� = 13 (Kb�b)0 + 23 (Kb�b)8 ; (13)where (Kb�b)0 is reported in Table II. (Kb�b)8 an be derived from the one gluon exhange model by using the relation[14℄: (Kb�b)X � �C2 (X)� C2 (3)� C2 (�3)� ; (14)with C2 (X) = 0, 4=3, 4=3, 3 for X = 0, 3, �3, 8 respetively. Finally, Eq. (13) givesKb�b �[bq℄[�b�q℄� = 14 (Kb�b)0 : (15)Now, we have all the input parameters to alulate the mass spetrum numerially. Putting everything togetherthe masses for the hidden b�b tetraquark states 1++ and 2++ states are:M �1++� = 10:504 GeV, for q = u; d; (16)= 10:849 GeV, for q = s; (17)= 13:217 GeV, for q = ; (18)M �2++� = 10:520 GeV, for q = u; d; (19)= 10:901 GeV, for q = s; (20)= 13:239 GeV, for q = : (21)For the orresponding 0++ and 1+� tetraquark states, the Hamiltonian is not diagonal and we have the following2� 2 matries: M �0++� =  �3(Kbq)�3 p32 (Kq�q +Kb�b � 2Kb�q)p32 (Kq�q +Kb�b � 2Kb�q) (Kbq)�3 � (Kq�q +Kb�b + 2Kb�q) ! ; (22)M �1+�� =  �(Kbq)�3 +Kb�q � (Kq�q+Kb�b)2 Kq�q �Kb�bKq�q �Kb�b (Kbq)�3 �Kb�q � (Kq�q+Kb�b)2 ! : (23)To estimate the masses of these two states, one has to diagonalise the above matries. After doing this, the massspetrum of these b�b states is shown in Fig. 1.B. Higher mass [bq℄[�b�q℄ states (LQ �Q = 1)We now disuss orbital exitations with LQ �Q = 1 having both good and bad diquarks. In this paper, we arepartiularly interested in the 1�� multiplet. Using the basis vetors de�ned in referene [16℄ the mass shift due tothe spin-spin interation terms HSS beomes:�MSS = 0BB� �3 (Kbq)�3 0 00 � (Kbq)�3 �Kb�q + (Kq�q +Kb�b) =2 00 0 � (Kbq)�3 �Kb�q � (Kq�q +Kb�b) =2 1CCA : (24)7



TABLE IV: Eigenvalues of the spin-orbit and angular momentum operator in Eq. (1) for the states having J = LQ �Q+SQ �Q = 1:jSQ , S �Q, SQ �Q, LQ �Qi a (SQ , S �Q, SQ �Q, LQ �Q) b (sQ , S �Q, SQ �Q, LQ �Q)j0 , 0, 0, 1i 0 1j1 , 0, 1, 1i �2 1j1 , 1, 2, 1i �6 1j1 , 1, 1, 1i �2 1j1 , 1, 0, 1i 0 1The eigenvalues of the spin-orbit and angular momentum operators given in Eq. (1) were alulated by Polosa etal. [16℄, and we have summarised these values in Table IV.3Hene the eight tetraquark states [bq℄[�b�q℄ (q = u; d) having the quantum numbers 1�� are:M (1)Y[bq℄ (SQ = 0; S �Q = 0; SQ �Q = 0; LQ �Q = 1) = 2m[bq℄ + �1 +BQ;M (2)Y[bq℄ (SQ = 1; S �Q = 0; SQ �Q = 1; LQ �Q = 1) = 2m[bq℄ +�+ �2 � 2AQ +BQ;M (3)Y[bq℄ (SQ = 1; S �Q = 1; SQ �Q = 0; LQ �Q = 1) = 2m[bq℄ + 2�+ �3 +BQ; (25)M (4)Y[bq℄ (SQ = 1; S �Q = 1; SQ �Q = 2; LQ �Q = 1) = 2m[bq℄ + 2�+ �3 � 6AQ +BQ;where �i(i = 1; 2; 3) are the diagonal elements of the matrix �MSS given in Eq. (24). Note that there are 16eletrially neutral self-onjugate 1�� tetraquark states Y (n)[bq℄ with the quark ontents [bq℄[�b�q℄, with q = u; d; s or ,of whih the two orresponding to [bu℄[�b�u℄ and [bd℄[�b �d℄, i.e., Y (n)[bu℄ and Y (n)[bd℄ are degenerate in mass due to the isospinsymmetry. There are yet more eletrially neutral JPC = 1�� states with the mixed light quark ontent [bd℄[�b�s℄ andtheir harge onjugates [bs℄[�b �d℄. However, these mixed states don't ouple diretly to the photons, Z0 or the gluon,and are not of immediate interest to us in this paper.The numerial values of the oeÆients orresponding to AQ and BQ are given in Table IV and are labelled by aand b, respetively. The quantity � is the mass di�erene of the good and the bad diquarks, i.e.� = mQ (SQ = 1)�mQ (SQ = 0) : (26)In order to alulate the numerial values of these states, we have to estimate � whih is the only unknown remainingin this alulation. Following Ja�e and Wilzek [4℄, the value of � for diquark [bq℄ is � = 202 MeV for q = u, d, sand  quarks. We reall that we have used the known mesons and baryons to alulate the ouplings of the spin-spininteration and we an extend the same proedure to the S = 1, L = (0, 1) meson states B�, B1 (5721), B2 (5747) toalulate the values of AQ and BQ whih are:AQ = 5 MeV, for q = u, d;AQ = 3 MeV, for q = s, ;BQ = 408 MeV, for q = u, d;BQ = 423 MeV, for q = s; : (27)3 The entry for a in the last row of Table IV di�ers from the orresponding one in the �rst referene in [16℄, whih is given as �2, butthis point has now been settled amiably in favour of the value given here.8



TABLE V: Masses of the 1�� tetraquark states M (n)Y[bq℄ in GeV as omputed from Eqs. (25), (26) and (27). The value MY (1)[bq℄(for q = u; d) is �xed to be 10.890 GeV, identifying this with the mass of the Yb from Belle [6℄.M (i)Y[bq℄ q = u, d q = s q =  q = d, �q = �sMY (1)[bq℄ 10:890 11:218 13:618 11:054MY (2)[bq℄ 11:130 11:479 13:841 11:281MY (3)[bq℄ 11:257 11:646 14:025 11:476M (4)Y[bq℄ 11:227 11:629 14:009 11:453Numerial values of the masses for the states given in Eq. (25) are quoted in Table V. Some of the entries, in partiularMY (1)[bq℄ (q = u; d; s), are omparable with the existing ones in refs. [29, 30℄.Finally, the mass spetrum for the tetraquark states [bq℄[�b�q℄ for q = u; d; s;  with JPC = 0++; 1++; 1+�; 1�� and2++ states is plotted in Fig. 1 in the isospin-symmetry limit. The b�b tetraquark states with mixed light quark ontent[bd℄[�b�s℄ are also shown in this �gure. Of these, the 1�� state Y (1)[bq℄(10:890) shown in the upper left frame in Fig. 1 isof entral interest to us in this paper.III. ISOSPIN BREAKING AND LEPTONIC DECAY WIDTHS OF THE JPC = 1�� TETRAQUARKSWe disuss in this setion the isospin breaking e�ets, whih were negleted in the previous setion, and alulatethe deay widths �ee(Y[b;l℄) and �ee(Y[b;h℄) for Y[b;l℄ and Y[b;h℄. The mass eigenstates are given by a linear superpositionof the states de�ned in (3). Introduing a mixing angle �, we have, for the lighter and heavier states:Y[b;l℄ = os � Y[bu℄ + sin � Y[bd℄; (28)Y[b;h℄ = � sin � Y[bu℄ + os � Ybd℄: (29)The isospin breaking part of the mass matrix is 2mu + Æ ÆÆ 2md + Æ ! ; (30)where Æ is the ontribution from quark annihilation diagrams, where the light quark pair annihilates to intermediategluons. Taking this into aount, the isospin mass breaking is given by4M(Y[b;h℄)�M(Y[b;l℄) = (7� 3) os(2�) MeV: (31)The partial eletroni widths �ee(Y[b;l℄) and �ee(Y[b;h℄) are given by the well-known Van Royen-Weisskopf formulafor the P-states, whih we write generially as:�ee = 16�Q2�2j	0Q �Q(0)j2M2!2 ; (32)4 The expression (31) di�ers from the one derived in [14℄, but there is onsensus now on the expression given here.9
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FIG. 1: Tetraquark mass spetrum with the valene quark ontent [bq℄[�b�q℄ with q = u; d, assuming isospin symmetry (upper leftframe), with q = s (upper right frame), with q =  (lower left frame), and for the mixed light quark ontent [bd℄[�b�s℄ (lower rightframe). Some important deay thresholds are indiated by dashed lines. The value 10890 is an input for the lowest JPC = 1��tetraquark state Y (1)[bq℄. All masses are given in MeV.where Q = Q[bd℄ = �2=3 is the diquark harge in Ybd = [bd℄[�b �d℄ and Q = Q[bu℄ = +1=3 is the harge of the diquarksin Ybu = [bu℄[�b�u℄, and 	0Q �Q(~r) =  (�; �)R0(r) is the �rst derivative in r of the wave funtion of the tetraquark, whihneeds to be taken at the origin, i.e. 	0Q �Q(0) =p3=(4�)R0(0). We have approximated ! by the diquark mass.We determine the wave funtions for the P-state tetraquarks [bd℄[�b �d℄ and [bu℄[�b�u℄ from the orresponding wavefuntions for the P-state b�b system by saling the string tension in the linear part of the potential, as disussed in theintrodution. As most potential models agree in their linear (on�ning) parts [31℄ and the linear part of the potentialessentially determines the heavy Quarkonia wave funtions, the unertainty in 	b�b(0) from the underlying model isnot a onern. We have used the QQ-onia pakage of [34℄, yielding jR0(0)j2 = 2:062 GeV 5 for the b�b radial wavefuntion, whih we have used as normalisation. The orresponding value for the tetraquark states [bq℄[�b�q℄ is thenalulated as 	Q �Q(0) ' �	b�b(0), and used in our derivations of the deay widths. We expet that for all the P-statesY (n)[bu℄ and Y (n)[bd℄ , the eletroni widths will be onstant, to a good approximation.10



The ratio Ree(Yb) of �ee(Y[b;l℄) and �ee(Y[b;h℄) is given byRee(Yb) � �ee(Y[b;l℄)�ee(Y[b;h℄) = Q2l (�)Q2h(�) = �1� 2 tan �2 + tan � �2 ; (33)where Ql(�) = Q[bu℄ os � + Q[bd℄ sin � and Qh(�) = �Q[bu℄ sin � + Q[bd℄ os � are the mixing-angle weighted harges.Sine the total ross setions for e+e� ! (Y[b;l℄; Y[b;h℄)! hadrons are diretly proportional to �ee(Y[b;l℄) and �ee(Y[b;h℄),the ratio Ree(Yb) is aessible from the experiment. The absolute values of the deay widths �ee(Y[b;l℄) and �ee(Y[b;h℄)are given by �ee(Y[b;i℄) = 0:4 �2Qi(�)2 keV, where Qi(�) are the mixing angle weighted harges of the two masseigenstates, Y[b;l℄ and Y[b;h℄. whih an also be seen in (33).IV. DIQUARK-ANTIDIQUARK DECAY MODESIn this setion we disuss the dominant hadroni deays of the LQ �Q = 1 states. In doing this, we restrit ourselvesto the two-body deays, Y[bq℄ ! B(�)q �B(�)q , and when allowed kinematially, also the deay Y[bq℄ ! �b��b. Theirthresholds are pitured in �gure 1. These deays are Zweig allowed and involve essentially quark rearrangements andthe possible pop-up of a light q�q pair to make the �b��b state. The deays Y[bq℄ ! �(1S; 2S) �+�� are also Zweigallowed. However, they are sub-dominant and an be negleted in estimating the total deay widths.The verties and the orresponding deay widths of the dominant deays are given below:
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The entre-of-mass momentum j~kj is given byj~kj = pM2 � (M1 +M2)2pM2 � (M1 �M2)22M ; (35)11



whereM is the mass of the deaying partile andM1, M2 are the masses of the deay produts. The matrix elementsare obtained by multiplying the verties in (34) by the polarisation vetors. Thus, for the deay Y[b;q℄ ! Bq �Bq, theLorentz-invariant matrix element is given by M = "Y[b;q℄� F (k� � l�), and likewise for the other deays shown above.The deay onstants F and F 0 are non-perturbative quantities. We estimate them using the known two-body deaysof �(5S), whih are desribed by the same verties as given above. The di�erent hadroni sizes of the b�b Onia statesand the tetraquarks Y[bq℄ are taken into aount by the quantity �, disussed earlier. We use the partial deay widthsfor the deays �(5S) ! B �B;B �B�; B� �B� from the PDG values of the full width, given as �tot[�(5S)℄ = 110 � 13MeV [3℄ and the respetive branhing ratios. They are alled �PDG and given in Table VII, yielding the ouplingonstants, alled FPDG, and j~kj. For the deays Y (i)[bq℄ ! �b��b and Y (i)[bs℄ ! ���, we take F = F 0 = 1:1+0:3�0:35, and inludea fator of 1=3 for the baryoni �nal state to take into aount the reation of the q�q pair from the vauum. Weremark that the estimates of FPDG will be modi�ed, if as antiipated by the BaBar Rb-analysis [1℄, the deay width�tot[�(5S)℄ has a signi�antly lower value.The input values for the masses used in our alulation are listed in Table VI. With this input, our estimates ofthe deay widths for Y (i)[bq℄ are given in Table VIII. We also give the total deay widths (up to the fator �2). As seenin this table, the lowest lying 1�� states Y (1)[bq℄ are expeted to have deay widths of O(50) MeV, for �2 = 0:5. Thus,the deay widths of Y (1)[bq℄ are onsistent with the orresponding measurements by Belle, if we identify Y (1)[bq℄ with theirYb. The higher 1�� states have muh larger deay widths and will be orrespondingly more diÆult to �nd.TABLE VI: Input masses taken from [3℄ in units of GeV.hadron mass hadron mass hadron massB 5.279 � 0.139 �(1S) 9.46B� 5.325 �b 5.62 �(4S) 10.5794Bs 5.366 �b 5.792 �(10860) 10.865B�s 5.412 K 0.4937 �(11020) 11.019TABLE VII: 2-body deays �(5S) ! B(�) �B(�), whih we use as a referene, with the mass and the deay widths taken from[3℄. The extrated values of the oupling onstants FPDG and the entre of mass momentum j~kj are also shown.proess �PDG[MeV℄ FPDG j~kj[GeV℄�(10860)! B �B < 13:2 < 2:15 1:3�(10860)! B �B� 15:4+6:6�6:6 3:7+0:7�0:9 1:2�(10860)! B� �B� 48+11�11 1+0:13�0:12 1:0
V. ANALYSIS OF THE BABAR Rb ENERGY SCAN AND POSSIBLE SIGNAL OF A b�b TETRAQUARKSTATE AT 10.90 GEVBaBar has reently reported the e+e� ! b�b ross setion measured in a dediated energy san in the range 10:54GeV and 11:20 GeV taken in steps of 5 MeV [1℄. Their measurements are shown in Fig. 2 (left frame) together with theresult of the BaBar �t, the details of whih are desribed in their paper and whih were also made available to us [35℄.12



TABLE VIII: Redued partial deay widths for the tetraquarks Y (i)[bq℄, the extrated value of the oupling onstant F and theentre of mass momentum j~kj (top left). The redued total deay widths for Y (i)[bq℄ are also tabulated (top right) and for thetetraquarks Y (i)[bs℄ (the lower two tables). The errors in the entries orrespond to the errors in the deay widths in Table VII.Deay Mode �=�2[MeV℄ F j~kj[GeV℄Y (1)[bq℄ ! B �B < 15 2:15 1:3Y (1)[bq℄ ! B �B� 18+8�8 3:7 1:2Y (1)[bq℄ ! B� �B� 56+14�14 1 1:1Y (2)[bq℄ ! B �B < 33 2:15 1:8Y (2)[bq℄ ! B �B� 43+18�18 3:7 1:7Y (2)[bq℄ ! B� �B� 162+42�42 1 1:6Y (3)[bq℄ ! B �B < 43 2:15 2Y (3)[bq℄ ! B �B� 58+25�25 3:7 1:9Y (3)[bq℄ ! B� �B� 231+60�60 1 1:8Y (3)[bq℄ ! �b ��b 10+5�5 1:1+0:3�0:35=3 0:3Y (4)[bq℄ ! B �B < 41 2:15 1:9Y (4)[bq℄ ! B �B� 54+23�23 3:7 1:8Y (4)[bq℄ ! B� �B� 213+55�55 1 1:8
1�� Tetraquark �tot=�2[MeV℄Y (1)[bq℄ 88 � 16Y (2)[bq℄ 238� 48Y (3)[bq℄ 342� 65Y (4)[bq℄ 308� 60

Deay Mode �=�2[MeV℄ F j~kj[GeV℄Y (1)[bs℄ ! Bs �Bs < 26 2:15 1:6Y (1)[bs℄ ! Bs �B�s 33+14�14 3:7 1:6Y (1)[bs℄ ! B�s �B�s 118+30�30 1 1:5Y (2)[bs℄ ! Bs �Bs < 47 2:15 2Y (2)[bs℄ ! Bs �B�s 64+27�27 3:7 2Y (2)[bs℄ ! B�s �B�s 258+65�65 1 1:9Y (3)[bs℄ ! Bs �Bs < 63 2:15 2:3Y (3)[bs℄ ! Bs �B�s 86+37�37 3:7 2:2Y (3)[bs℄ ! B�s �B�s 367+90�90 1 2:1Y (3)[bs℄ ! � �� 19+10�10 1:1+0:3�0:35=3 0:6Y (4)[bs℄ ! Bs �Bs < 61 2:15 2:2Y (4)[bs℄ ! Bs �B�s 84+35�35 3:7 2:2Y (4)[bs℄ ! B�s �B�s 355+90�90 1 2:1Y (4)[bs℄ ! � �� 16+10�10 1:1+0:3�0:35=3 0:5
1�� Tetraquark �tot=�2[MeV℄Y (1)[bs℄ 176� 33Y (2)[bs℄ 368� 70Y (3)[bs℄ 534� 100Y (4)[bs℄ 516� 96

Their �t model of the Rb-data ontains the following ingredients: a at omponent representing the b�b-ontinuumstates not interfering with resonant deays, alled Anr, added inoherently to a seond at omponent, alled Ar,interfering with two relativisti Breit-Wigner resonanes, having the amplitudes A10860, A11020 and strong phases,�10860 and �11020, respetively. Thus,�(e+e� ! b�b) = jAnrj2 + jAr +A10860ei�10860BW (M10860;�10860) +A11020ei�11020BW (M11020;�11020)j2 ; (36)13



with BW (M;�) = 1=[(s�M2) + iM�℄. The results summarised in their Table II for the masses and widths of the�(5S) and �(6S) di�er substantially from the orresponding PDG values [3℄, in partiular, for the widths, whih arefound to be 43�4 MeV for the �(10860), as against the PDG value of 110�13 MeV, and 37�2 MeV for the �(11020),as ompared to 79�16 MeV in PDG. As the systemati errors from the various thresholds are not taken into aount,this mismath needs further study. The �t shown in Fig. 2 (left frame) is not partiularly impressive having a �2=d:o:f:of approximately 2. In partiular, the data points around 10.89 GeV and 11.2 GeV lie systematially above the �t.In our analysis of the BaBar data, we were able to reprodue these features, but also found that the �t-quality anbe improved somewhat at the expense of strong phases �10860 and �11020, whih ome out di�erent than the onesreported by BaBar [1℄. We do not show this �t here as the resulting Rb-line-shape is lose to the one shown in theBaBar publiation and reprodued here.We have repeated the �ts of the BaBar Rb-data, modifying the �t model in Eq. (36) by taking into aount twoadditional resonanes, orresponding to the masses and widths of Y[b;l℄ and Y[b;h℄. Thus, formula (36) is extended bytwo more terms AY[b;l℄ei�Y[b;l℄BW (MY[b;l℄ ;�Y[b;l℄) and AY[b;h℄ei�Y[b;h℄BW (MY[b;h℄ ;�Y[b;h℄); (37)whih interfere with the resonant amplitude Ar and the two resonant amplitudes for �(5S) and �(6S) shown inEq. (36). We use the same non-resonant amplitude Anr and Ar as in the BaBar analysis [1℄. The resulting �tis shown in Fig. 2 (right frame). Values of the best-�t parameters are shown in Table IX, from where one seethat the masses of the �(5S) and �(6S) and their respetive full widths from our �t are almost idential to thevalues obtained by BaBar [1℄. However, quite strikingly, a third resonanes is seen in the Rb-line-shape at a massof 10:90 GeV, tantalisingly lose to the Yb(10890)-mass in the Belle measurement of the ross setion for e+e� !Yb(10890)! �(1S; 2S) �+��, and a width of about 28 MeV. In the region around 11.15 GeV, where the Y (2)[bq℄ statesare expeted, our �ts of the BaBar Rb-san do not show a resonant struture due to the large deay widths of thestates Y (2)[bq℄ . The resulting �2=d:o:f: = 88=67 with the 3 Breit-Wigners shown in Fig. 2 (right frame) is better thanthat of the BaBar �t. [1℄. A Belle Rb-san will greatly help to on�rm or refute the existene of the state Y[bq℄ visiblein the analysis presented here. As the deays Y[bq℄ ! B(�)s �B(�)s are not allowed, restriting the �nal states in Rb tothe B(�)q �B(�)q (q = u; d), into whih Y[bq℄ deay, will redue the bakground to the Y[bq℄ signal. It will be ruial tohek that the harateristis of Y[bq℄ (mass, full width and the eletroni width) math those of the Yb, measured inthe exlusive proess e+e� ! Yb ! �(1S; 2S) �+��. This may solve one of the outstanding mysteries in the �(nS)physis.The quantity Ree(Yb) in (33) is given by the ratio of the two amplitudes AY[b;l℄ and AY[b;h℄ , whih also �xes themixing angle �. From our �t, we get Ree(Yb) = 1:07� 0:05; (38)yielding � = �19� 1Æ and �M = 5:6� 2:8 MeV; (39)for the mixing angle and the mass di�erene between the eigenstates, respetively.The Rb-analysis in the tetraquark piture an be used to determine �. The proedure how to do this requiressome disussion. � an be determined from the theoretially estimated total deay widths of the Y[b;q℄ states andthe orresponding result from the Rb-�t. However, the estimated deay width of the Y[b;q℄ is based on the input�[�(5S)℄ = 110�13 MeV from the PDG. The BaBar �t and ours, on the other hand, yield a lot smaller value for this14



deay width (see, Table IX). To avoid the dependene on the absolute value of �tot[�(5S)℄, it is safer to determine� from the ratios of the theoretial deay widths �tot(Y[b;q℄)=�tot[�(5S)℄theory = (88 � 16)�2=(110 � 13), and theorresponding ratio of these widths obtained from the �t of the Rb-data, �tot(Y[b;q℄)=�tot[�(5S)℄�t = (28�2)=(46�8).This yields (adding the errors in quadrature):� =r110� 1388� 16 28� 246� 8 = 0:87� 0:13; (40)whih is in the right ball park expeted from the Lattie QCD estimates of the same [28℄. For the mass eigenstatesY[b;l℄ and Y[b;h℄, the eletroni widths �ee(Y[b;l℄) and �ee(Y[b;h℄) are given by �ee(�) = 0:4 �2Q(�)2 keV, as alreadystated. With the above determination of � and �, we get�ee(Y[b;l℄) = 0:09� 0:03 keV and �ee(Y[b;h℄) = 0:08� 0:03 keV: (41)
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FIG. 2: Measured Rb as a funtion of ps with the result of the �t with 2 Breit-Wigners desribed in [1℄ (left frame). Reprintedfrom Fig. 1 of B. Aubert et al. [BaBar Collaboration℄, Phys. Rev. Lett. 102, 012001 (2009) [Copyright (2009) by the AmerianPhysial Soiety℄. The result of the �t with 4 Breit-Wigners desribed in the text is shown in the right-hand frame, where wehave indiated the loation of the �(5S), �(6S) and the tetraquark state Y[b;q℄ (labelled as Y (1)). The loation of the nexthigher JPC = 1�� state Y (2)[b;q℄ (labelled as Y (2)) is also shown. The shaded bands around the mass of Y (1) and Y (2) reet ourtheoretial unertainty in the masses.TABLE IX: Fit values of the masses, deay widths (both in MeV) and the strong phases � (in radians).M [MeV ℄ �[MeV ℄ ' [rad.℄�(5S) 10864 � 5 46 � 8 1:3� 0:3�(6S) 11007 � 0:3 40 � 2 0:88 � 0:06Y[b;l℄ 10900 ��M=2� 2 28 � 2 4:4� 0:2Y[b;h℄ 10900 + �M=2� 2 28 � 2 1:9� 0:2In onlusion, we have presented a ase for the observation of a hidden b�b tetraquark states in the BaBar Rb-san [1℄. Our analysis is ompatible with a JPC = 1�� state Y[bq℄(10900) having a width of about 30 MeV. A sanof Rb in �ner energy steps should be able to resolve the struture seen at this mass in terms of two mass eigenstates,split by about 6 MeV. The eletroni widths are estimated to be between 50 and 120 eletron volts. Other possible15
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